cursively equivalent to a function, and thereby showed that recursian in non-normal functionals is an extention of ordinary recursion in functions.
In [6] , Hinman asked if there are functionals with topless 1-sections, i.e. with no maximal elements in the Semi-lattice of degrees. This ~ras answered in the affirmative by Bergstra (1 ] , using a spoiling construction.
Thus the class of 1-sections of functionals extends the class of 1-sections of functions.
As a general approach to recursion ln functionals of type 2 ,
Wainer [16] constructed hierarchies for the 1-sections of all functionals of type 2 • This had also been done by Moschovakis [12] and Hinman [5 ] , but Wainer's hierarchy is based on primitive recursive diagonalization and primitive recursive limit's, so one never needs to-ask 2 E whether or not a given subcomputation {e}a is defined -it always will be.
The hierarchy is modelled on Shoenfield's [15] for normal functionals.
With each F 2 is associated a set of notations OF , a well-founded ordering <~ on t OF and functions {fa: a E OF} such that:
.::-is recursive in F iff f is primitive recursive ln some This hierarchy generalizes the hierarchy of Shoenfield [15] which works only for normal functionals, but it lacks some of the hierarchial properties of Shoenfields hierarchy such as the unlquenesproper-ty. The uniquenes-property says that if II ail F < I! bll F , then oo fa is recursive in fb . As we will see (corollary 1.2), this uniquenes-property cannot hold for the hierarchy for a general nonnormal functional.
Let F be a functional. We say that Wainer 1 s hierarchy collapses for F if there is a notation a such that for all f E 1-section (F) there is a b of norm less than the norm of a such that f is recursive 1n fb It is clear that if F is normal, the hierarchy will not collapse, and if F is recursively equivalent to a function, the hierarchy will collapse. Wainer then asked if there are continuous functionals with non-collapsing hierarchies} and Harrington noticed that it will be equivalent to ask for a 1-section that is not
The first serious approach to a solution of Wainer's problem was made in Bergstra-Wainer [2] , and following ideas from that paper, Normann [13] constructed a functional recursive in O' such that its 1-section is but not
As a basis for the construction, certain functionals Bergstra [1] were used. They are improvements of some non-reducible functionai~ of Hyland. One of our main results is that this construction is reneral wl1en we are only concerned with 1-sections.
(Theorem 3)
A Construction of a 1-·section Let T be Kleene's T-predicate with the following properties:
Each r.e. set is on the f0rm Wa = {p:3q T(a,p,q)} .
For any p,a there is at most one q such that T(a,p,q) , and if T(a,p,q) holds, then q > 1 .
A computation-function for fies the following: w a is a function which satis-
will be uniformly primitive recursive 1n any computationfunction for wa
a Let cr be a sequence number. [13] .
We will now use it to prove the following. 
whenever k E field (C ) 
Let
By the induction hypothesis so Ct is recursive in B -<n,k. 1 
Then Zn = Wp(n) cannot -<n, i be an element of 1-section (F) .
This ends the proof of the theorem.
Remarks.-The same type of argument is carried through in some more details in Normann [13] .
In Theorem 5 we see that functionals of higher type with interesting 1-sections are easier to find.
There is a functional F recursive in 0' such that
Proof. Let ln 'l'heorem 1 .
There is a functional F recursive in 0' such that for no
n 1 -1near1 y or ere set C of !:.~-degrees, 1-section (F) is generated by C .
Proof. There The functional we constructed 1n corollary collapsing hierarchy, but no hierarchy with the 1- We conjecture that there is no non-normal functic topless 1-section and a hierarchy with the unic:
Computations on Countable Functionals
In this section we investigate the construe~ notion of a Kleene computation over the type strt_ functionals. Kleene [9] gave one such interpretc= reducing defined computations { e} (<p) to "countable recursions"
{ e' }( acp) on associates of r.p • There are however, more countable recursions th2n there are computations -the fan functional is countably recursive but not computable. We will approach the problem more directly by analyzing the computations themselves, assuming that higher-type objects tP as "given".
A constructive object x of type k+1 must in some way be determined as the (pointwise) limit of a sequence <x > n n<w of clearly calculable (eg. primitive recursive) approximations. The complexity of X is then reflected by its modulus function M X such that for all <.p of type k, Mx(r.p) = Jlm(Vn>m)(xn(r.p) = xm(r.p)).
Thus we would like to associate with each defined computation x = {e}(tp) , a sequence <x > uniformly primitive recursive in x , n such that x = lim xn and the modulus M X is computable uniformly
This is clearly possible for r.p of type ~ 1 , taking X n to be the result (if any) after n steps 1n the computation. It is also possible for r.p of type-2, as was shown in Wainer [17] , but a much more detailed analysis of computations is required in this case. A direct result of this analysis is that the 1-section of every non-normal type-2 object is generated by its "r.e. 11 elements, and so each such type-2 object can be vier.-ved as an "r.e.
set construction 11 • This line is developed further in the next section. We now generalize [17] to all finite types. If n = 0 or if e is not of the correct form for an index, set h(e,l!),n) = 0.
Otherwise:
If {e}(~) is defined by an outright computation S1 , S2 , 83 or 87 then for every n > 0 set h(e,<p,n) = {e}(tp) .
If {e}(~t0,K) 1s defined by primitive recursion 85 from {e 1 } and {e 2 } , set
h(e 2 ,<h(e,<tp 5 K-1>,n-1),~,K>,n-1)
If { e }(q>) 0! { e 1 }(<p') by 86, where <0 1 is a permutation of r.p, set h(e,ll),n) = h(e 1 ,<0',n-1).
If {e}(q>) ~ q>i(:\8.{e 1 }(~,S)) by 88, set h C e , <.P , n ) = q> i ( :\ 8 . h ( e 1 , <q> , 8 > , n -1 ) ) • Finally, if {e}(z,<.P) ~ {z}(q>) by S9, set h(e,<z,<,p>,n) = h(z,q>,n-1) .
Since h is defined by simple induction on n , it is total and primitive recursive.
Theorem 2 {i)
If {e}(!J>) 1s defined, then lim h(e,(.j),n) = {e}(tp).
There is a partial recursive functional M such that if {e}(q>) is defined, then
Proof. VIe must prove (i) and (ii) together, by induction over computations { e} (<-p) , using the Recursion Theorem to define M • This completes the proof of (ii). ..
Henceforth we will usually omit the subscripts F .
Now there is a primitive recursive function :\e.ev such that
Thus the action of F can be regarded as a "jump" from the h-r.e. set D to the h-r.e. set D ,. e e As was remarked in [17] , this begs the question whether it might be possible to replace F, in the generation of its 1-section, by a e' continuous-everywhere Bergstra-type functional Fe (a) . We now show that this is indeed the case. Thus from the point of view of 1-sections, the Bergstra-type functionals are the only ones. There 1s a partial recursive W such that if F is continuous on 1-sc(a,h) 5 then for all e,a,n, JF(a)(<e,a,n>) = '!'(F,a,e,a,n).
Hence 1-sc(h,J) c 1-sc(F) .
Proof. The parameters a ~Jill be deleted from the following argument, since they remain inactive throughout. Recalling the definition of JF(a) and of h(e' ,m) , we simply have to decide (recursively in F ) the following:
3m>n(F(Ax.h(e,x,m-1)) * F(A.x.h(e,x,n-1)) 1\Nod(e,a(m))).
The procedure is a refinement of that used for part (ii) of Theorem2.
Define gn recursively in h,a,e,n as follows: Given x, look for the least m 0 such that found, set gn(x) = h(e,x,m 0 -1).
gn ( x ) = h ( e , x , a ( x ) ) .
If such an m 0 is
If no such m 0 is found, set Suppose 3m>n(h(e',n) *h(e?,m) "Hod(e,a(m))) and let m 0 be the least such. Clearly if m 0 ~ a(x) then gn(x) = h(e,x,m 0 -1).
If a(x) < m 0 then since Mod(e,;(m 0 )) holds, we have (putting
Therefore
With the aid of gn we can now compute JF(a)(<e,n>) recursively in F as follows: 
Now suppose h(e' ,n) * F(A.x.h(e,x,a(x))). Define If this were the case, then one would hope to be able to give a notation-free degree-theoretic hierarchy for 1-sc(F). Thus the construction can be regarded as an enumeration operator J of the following familiar sort:
and the set constructed from A as above is then A 1 = {a!3m(h(e,a,m) = 1)} = {a!<e,a,O>EJ(a)} From e and J(a.) we can then compute a presentation (e 1 ,a 1 ) of A 1 , and repeat the construction in order to obtain a new r.e. set and so on.
It therefore makes perfectly good sense to talk about the 1-section of an r.e. set construction, i.e. 1-sc(h,J) , and it is to be hoped that many interesting 1-sections will be generated directly by appropriate combinations of priority constructions.
The 1-section of a type k+2 functional (k:::1)
In the previous section we described a standard procedure for creating 1-sections of countable type-2 functionals. In this section we will give a general 1-section construction for higher type functionals. We will show that the necessary conditions for a class of sets to be a 1-section given in corollary 2.3 will in fact be sufficient.
In Normann [14] , a method of constructing higher type functionals with jnteresting 1-sections were developed. We will show that all 1-sections of functionals of type >2 may be obtained using that method. ~tJe need the follwoing lemma:
There is a primitive recursive list ~n of primitive recursive functionals of type k such that: is the characteristic function of He , so {We ;e E B} will be a subset of 1-section (~) .
It is also easily seen that ~ is recursive in 0' .
We prove the unrelativized version of the theorem: We will see that the other property gives us equality.
Definition.
Let a be the canonical associate for e,k where we split the instruction in two cases: 
